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1940s  FRENCH BARRELBACK DINING CHAIR

Side Chair Side Chair (side view) Counter Stool Barstool

FEATURES

Originally designed to accommodate fireside seating around British hearths, the barrelback 
chair evolved into a myriad of styles and roles that preserved its comfort. Our reproduction 
of a 1940s French varietal has the gently curved barrelback of the original, with clean, 
sculpted lines, simple oak legs and upholstery tacks outlining the chair’s profile. 

• Built with an oak frame and solid oak tapered legs

• Generously padded seat and back

• Available in 3 wood finishes

FABRIC CARE

Dust or vacuum regularly to help keep fabric looking new. Dab spills immediately with 
a soft, white cloth dampened with distilled water. Do not use tap water or detergents to 
clean. Professional in-home upholstery cleaning is recommended. Avoid direct sunlight  
to protect the fabric. 

LEATHER CARE

Dust regularly. Dab spills immediately with a soft, clean cloth. Do not use polishes, 
preservers, or leather soaps to clean. Light scratches may be rubbed out by the natural 
heat of your finger. Aniline-dyed leather will lighten and soften over time and develop a 
rich, burnished patina. Avoid direct sunlight and heat to protect the leather.

WOOD CARE

Wipe wood with a soft, dry cloth. Avoid direct sunlight and heat to protect wood finish. 

SWATCHES

Complimentary fabric swatches available online, in stores or by calling 800.816.0901; 
wood swatches available for purchase.

Weathered Oak Brown Oak Black Oak 
Drifted

Side Chair 19"W x 23"D x 36"H 
 Seat 20"H

Counter Stool 19"W x 25"D x 42"H 
 Seat 26"

Barstool 19"W x 25"D x 46"H 
 Seat 30"H

Ω Unlimited Furniture Delivery at a low flat rate based on delivery area. See a store associate or our website for details.

Stocked in Sand Belgian Linen with Weathered Oak legs (shown); available by custom order in all other fabrics, leathers and finishes. See our website for 
pricing and additional views.
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